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1.1 magic5 Hierarchy Explained
magic5 deals with a hierarchy of elements that go together to make a completed report. A
Template consists of one or more Documents. Each Document is presented on a number of Pages
each of which has a heading that is displayed on the report and as a separate tab on the device.
Each Page has a number of Sections and each Section is made up of input/output data called
Items. Items are the smallest component in the report and come in over 40 different types (text,
numeric, list etc).

Template
:

Usually there is just one form in a template. For example, a
customer’s signature may need to be captured along with a
few other pieces of information to confirm an order or a
delivery.

a collection of
related forms or
documents that
will be
completed by the
user.

However, sometimes a number of documents are required and
some may be optional and others mandatory. For example, a
hotel inspection will contain common documents that must
always be completed (for inspecting kitchens, general
cleanliness, etc) and also optional documents that can be left
blank (for swimming pools, gyms, etc).
The lifecycle of a form (based on a template) begins when a
job is allocated to a user (Section 1.11), either by an
administrator on the server (and subsequently downloaded to
a device) or by a user selecting it on a device. Control over
how data is recorded, saved, edited and uploaded from the
device and whether data can be edited on the web site is
defined within Maintain Template (on-line documentation).
When complete, a template is presented on the magic5
reporting web site as a single report for editing or viewing.
For more details on setting up a template, visit the Template
(on-line documentation) help page.

Document
:
a collection of
questions or
information that
is completed by
the device user.

The number of documents in a template will depend on the
workflow of the job for which it is intended. If data will be
entered at different stages or times, it is better to split the
template into multiple documents to guide the user to work on
one at a time. However, if the user will be completing sections
in an inconsistent order then it is better to use a single
document as only one document can be open on the device at
a time and this avoids multiple closing and re-opening.
For example, data collected at the start and at the end of a
leasing period needs to be grouped together as one report but
would sensibly be split into two related inventory documents.
Conversely, an engineer's call-out report might require
technical information and photographs as well as parts
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ordering which may require 'jumping about' as the
investigative work progresses.
For more details on setting up a document, visit the Document
(on-line documentation) help page.

Page :
a number of
sections which
appear on the
same device
screen.

Each page has a named tab, enabling the user to see which
category of sections will be contained in it. Although purely
for display purposes, making navigation easier for the user will
improve the integrity of the data entered and so careful
categorisation of sections is important.
For example, a document for car inspections may have pages
for bodywork, engine condition, exhaust, tyres and
miscellaneous with photograph options at the bottom of
each. However, the same inspection might be organised with
pages for damage report, supporting photographs, labour
report with costings, parts ordering with costings and maybe a
comments page. Both examples might well have a signature
capture page at the end for confirmation that the lessee or
customer agrees with the inspection.
For more details on setting up a page, visit the Page (on-line
documentation) help page.

Section :
a set of related
questions to be
answered by the
user.

Typically, a section corresponds to a heading within a report
so needs to be designed with the end reader in mind (often a
customer). These headings may or may not be displayed on
the report and a whole section can be suppressed from the
device or from a report.
For example, Freezer Hygiene could be a section containing 5
or 6 individual questions within a full kitchen inspection and
would appear on both device and report. Health and Safety
guidelines regarding access to a particular area of a building
or an internal costing matrix would appear on the device
but not on the report. Terms and conditions, disclaimers and
other large quantities of text would appear on the report but
might be too cumbersome for the device.
For more details on setting up a section, visit the Section (online documentation) help page.

Item :
an individual
question or
request for

Items are usually indicated by some meaningful text such as a
question or required information (eg 'Date of visit', 'Owner
present?', 'Parts required', 'Deposit paid', 'Supporting evidence',
'I acknowledge receipt of goods', etc) and usually require an
answer, although can also be used to display either static or
variable text as output only.
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The type of answer required is defined within Maintain
Templates. There are over 40 types ranging from simple free
text text entry, multiple-choice buttons such as
yes/no/unknown, multiple-choice list selection such as part
numbers or customers, validated text such as integer or
decimal, date, photos, sketches or signatures.
For more details on setting up an item, visit the Item types
('Item type' in the on-line documentation) help page.
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1.2 General editing concepts
Creating and maintaining templates is the powerhouse of magic5 and, with some careful thought, will
only need doing once (although changes are easy to make with magic5's duplicate and copy/paste
features). Customers, locations, users and lists are also set up here. Once you have your templates and
lists set up, jobs and reports will also be allocated and disseminated from the same suite of menus.
All areas of the web site work in a similar way and here are some general concepts.

Click on
a row to
edit

To edit a row, or to see additional details not shown on
the main display, click on the row. Rows are alternately
coloured to make it easier to see which to click and it is
usually possible to click anywhere on the row, although
some places have links that restrict available space (eg.
lists as shown on right).
A pop-up box is shown with the full details. To return to
the main display, either Save your changes or click on the
Close button (X) in the top right of the pop-up box.

Click on
a button
to add

Right
click on
a row to
delete,
copy,
paste or
duplicate

Clicking on one of the “Add” buttons will add
components to whatever is currently being edited. Within
the template, these might be “Add Section to Page”, “Add
Document” or “Add Action …”. A pop-up box is usually
then displayed, but sometimes additional information is
unnecessary and magic5 will be able to add the
requested item immediately. The pop-up box may only
contain a request for a description in order for the item
to be created and it will be necessary to click on the item
row (see above) to add/amend further details. However,
the pop-up box may contain many questions, some
mandatory (marked with a red asterisk - *) but others can
be left empty.
Right click on a row to see further options. This will
highlight the row in question and show you a context
menu with further options. What these options are will
depend on the type of row you have right-clicked on.
Typically there will be a Delete option, with confirmation
questions, but often there will also be options to Copy or
Duplicate. Once the Copy option has been used on a row,
the context menu option of Paste can be used to insert
the copy in the required place. Duplicate, however,
creates a copy of the selected object in the same area as
the original (eg. page, document, list, etc).
In some cases (especially within template editing), the
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order in which objects appear on the device, the report or
the administrator's screen is significant. Objects default
to being in the order in which they were added but they
can be re-arranged by clicking the link to the right of the
screen. The objects are shown in their current order and
can be dragged-and-dropped into the preferred order.
Don't forget to save before closing this pop-up box.
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1.3 Concepts - Attributes
Attributes are variables, or general pieces of information, that relate to customers, locations,
users, lists and list entries. These include user’s initials, customer's address, location site code,
list entry’s product type and supplier codes. Some of these attributes are standard and can be
used by everybody, but many more are tailored to a particular implementation and will vary from
system to system. The latter need to be set up by magic5 support.
Values for attributes are entered when creating an instance of the object to which they are
attached. They can subsequently be edited by modifying the records to which they are attached.
Attributes can be displayed on a mobile device but not usually modified (although there is
a template action that specifically allows customer ('Update customer attribute' in the on-line
documentation), location ('Update location attribute' in the on-line documentation) and user
('Update user attribute' in the on-line documentation) to be updated). They can also be output on
PDFs and other report formats.

Only one attribute value can be held in an attribute at any one time.

Attributes can be used to great effect within the Conditions that are available on most magic5
components. For example, a device could use a customer attribute of ‘on stop’ to prevent
chargeable work being added.
Attributes can also be used in calculated fields. For example, a device could use a customer
attribute of discount in a calculated field to create an invoice total.

Many attributes are free text but others can be list entries or dates.

Attributes can be referenced in Template action conditions and can also be updated by the same, or
other, actions. For example, a location might have ‘last visit report’ attribute which gets updated by
a server action when a form is processed for that location or may a 'first visit date' attribute which is
checked to see whether it has already been entered and, if not, adds this visit date.
Attributes can also be used within Job definition actions which will be implemented when jobs are
created by an administrator. For example, job numbers could incorporate a location code, or
warning notes could be attached (eg "this customer requires a level 2 qualification engineer").
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1.4 Concepts - Calculated-values
Calculated values are simple calculations. These can be arithmetical calculations (eg. adding the
values of two other items together) but they can also be used to fill in text values and look up data
entered elsewhere. Numerical calculations can be output as whole numbers, to decimals, to times
or to financial values.
Allowable calculations are outlined below and you will notice the use of unique names to refer to
the value of another item in the document. As you can see, the system-generated unique names
have been changed to make them easier to use.

Total score
Leaving the calculation field empty prompts a “total score”
type calculation. This uses the associated numeric value of a
drop-down or multiple choice list (if entered in the list entry).

For example, a drop-down list may contain parts for a repair
and the associated value may be the cost of that part. When
selected in the multiple choice list, that cost will be displayed.

Arithmetic (2 values)
Arithmetic operators "+" for addition, "-" for subtraction, "*" for
multiplication and "/" for division can be used as shown below.
In many cases both values will be unique names, but fixed
numbers can also be used.
RiskWeighting * HazardValue
InsideScore + OutsideScore
OnsiteHours - 1
NetCost / 5

Lookup
This calculation is used to display a numeric result associated
with another item on the form. Use @uniquename where
uniquename is replaced by the actual unique name of the item
whose result you wish to display.
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Lookup (table)
When looking up values from table items, you can also use the
syntax @uniquename:sum(colName) to sum the values of all
colName values within the table.

Lookup header
This calculation allows you to display general form information (customer, location, date, etc) and
sequence numbers. Multiple pieces of information can be displayed together, separated by "$" in the
format $xxxx$yyyy$zzzz where xxxx, yyyy and zzzz can be the following.

:(followed by text)
This will display the text. When combined with lookup items
below, this can be used to generate, for instance, "Call out to
Bridge Farm Garage" by entering '$:Call out to $location'.

seq:
This is used to generate a sequential number using the syntax
$seq:sequence name:starting number:increment. For example
$seq:Order number:1000:1 tells the application to use the
sequence of numbers that we’re calling ‘Order number’, start
at 1000 and then add 1 on every time. The following
components must be separated by colons (':').
A sequence name can be shared between forms but a
sequence number calculated on a device is local to that
device so there is a danger of duplication. For this reason,
unique sequential numbers that are used on more than one
device are more safely stored and allocated centrally on the
server (see template actions). The problem can also be solved
by employing a username to give a unique value such as:
CORE PRODUCT NAME%% but is useful to recognise what has
been set up. It also enables different, independent sequences
of numbers such as Quotation numbers and Invoice numbers.
Starting number is the initial value to use. It is often a multiple
of 10 (such as 100, 1000, 100000) to facilitate string
manipulation in case it is subsequently to be used as text. The
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device user will be asked to confirm the starting number when
a sequence is first used so as to prevent a sequence from
accidentally re-using previous numbers.
Increment is the amount that will be added to the last number
each time. Very often this is set at 1 to provide a meaningless
but unique string for identification purposes (eg document
number, purchase order number) but it can be any integer.

Customer and report data
Static header information as follows:
customer – the customer name
location – the location name
address – the address of the location
date – the date of the form
timestamp – the current date in YYYYMMDD form
time – the current time in HH:MM form
user – the username of the logged on user
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1.5 Concepts - Cascading Lists
Cascading lists are a hierarchical set of lists where the first list entry chosen (called the parent)
defines which subsequent lists (called children) are offered. The word cascade refers to the way a
child can become a parent to another child and so on. Most lists do not cascade, quite a few have
1 level of cascade and some really complicated ones have 2 or 3.
A good example of a cascading list one that is used to identify a motor vehicle.
This could be set up as one list containing every possible model of vehicle arranged in alphabetical
order. The device user would need to scroll through everything to get to (for example) Volkswagen
Tiguan. They would then need to scroll through individual entries for each of the 4 available models
and, of those, each of the 11 available engines. If the customer changed their mind about the
model, or even just the engine size, the whole process would need to be repeated.
Cascading lists would enable the device user to select a Vehicle Manufacturer ("Volkswagen") from
a drop-down list. magic5 would then look for the list indentified as the child for the "Volkswagen"
list entry and make it available in the drop-down list that has been specified on the template as the
child of the Vehicle Manufacturer drop-down list (called, for instance, Series).
From the Series list the device user could choose "Tiguan" and magic5 would find the child list for
"Tiguan" to use in the drop-down list specified as a child of Series (a list called, for instance, Model)
and from here the device user could choose "Match" which would result in a list of available engine
sizes appearing in a further list identified as the child of Model list entry called Match.
Initial set-up time is well spent as it not only helps the device user to navigate on a small-screened
device but reduces the likelihood of errors and allows them to change any selection in the hierarchy
knowing that the rest of the lists will be amended accordingly.
To make this work on a template, two list Item types (most commonly drop-down list) need to be
linked through the 'unique name' of parent item ('ItemType - Drop-down item' in the on-line
documentation) in the Advanced tab. If subsequent levels are required, the unique name of the first
child list becomes the named parent list of the next level. In the above example
the Model list uses the unique name of the item that contains the Vehicle Manufacturer list as
parent,
the Series list uses the unique name of the item containing the Model list as a parent and
the Engine Size list would use the unique name of the item containing the Series list.
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1.6 Concepts - Customers, Locations and Contacts
Customers are fundamental to magic5 in that every form must be completed for a particular
customer at a particular location. Jobs are also allocated to a customer at a location and job and
report pages are usually filtered by customer and, optionally, location.
In other words every system must have one or more customers, with each customer having one or
more associated locations
A customer has associated information. This is non-mandatory and often simply an address but it
could include a Sage code or similar.
In some parts of magic5 a customer will not be shown without at least one location defined. This
can be set to a head office location.
When the actual customer is (for example) a member of the public, it might be impractical for each
individual to be set up as a magic5 customer. In this case a magic5 Customer of (eg.) "General
customer” could be used and the real customer details would be recorded in as data in part of the
form.
A location refers to a site or part of a site or even a project that doesn't directly relate to a
geographical location. However it cannot exist without a customer.

Forms are always recorded against locations, and jobs are always allocated to locations.

A locations could be regarded as more fundamental than a customer with much more information
can be associated with it than with a customer such as pricing calculators, drawings and plans, and
supplementary items such as ward lists.
Contacts can be associated either with the customer as a whole (customer-wide contacts) or they
can be associated with a location (location contacts). Contacts have a name and standard contact
details such as an e-mail address, a phone number or a mobile phone number.
Permanent contacts are useful in magic5 because:
details can easily be selected when creating a job in the office, without having to re-enter data
each time.
contact information can be available on the device, with “tap to dial” options, text messaging and
direct e-mails.
e-mails can be sent automatically from completed forms to contacts with e-mail addresses
already set up. These can be location, customer-wide, grouped, or combinations of all three as
well as being sent to e-mail addresses entered on the form and specified users.
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A contact and a customer-type user account are not the same thing. A contact can receive e-mails
but cannot login to the system. A user with a role of “customer” will be able to login to the system
but won’t appear as a contact for the customer concerned.
If contacts need user accounts it is possible to automatically generate them when contacts are
created.
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1.7 Concepts - Export to Excel
Exporting form data to Excel spreadsheets saves time-consuming manual data input. Within the
three categories of export (to Excel, Word and Access) there are many options that can be
configured behind the scenes. Currently this has to be done by magic5 support.
There are two ways to export form data to Excel:

An individual form populating a pre-defined Excel
spreadsheet.
One spreadsheet will contain the values for one form so if 10 forms are completed in a day, 10
spreadsheets will be created.
A spreadsheet is created containing unchanging items (such as logos and fixed text) and
formatted as required. A number of placeholders or blanks are included to be filled in
with values from the completed magic5 form.
Typically the Excel template will be similar to the template in magic5.
For example, a spreadsheet needs to be populated by a number of readings taken during a site
visit. The spreadsheet has a company logo at the top along with the customer site and visit date
in the heading and then a series of labels, eg Reading 1, Reading 2, etc. The cells for the reading
values would contain specially defined magic5 formulae to indicate which value should be put
into that cell.
Such spreadsheets can either be generated manually from within a completed form or they can
be generated and emailed via a Template Action.

A summary spreadsheet.
Data from one or more completed forms are used to create a single spreadsheet with the values
from each form creating one line in the spreadsheet.
The spreadsheet can be in a general system default format in which case all of the items in the
template are output along with other internal information such as date/time of form creation,
form release and status.
Or the data for each column can be defined in a skeleton Excel spreadsheet. This
spreadsheet can be further formatted with logos and an appropriate layout and style.
Summary spreadsheets cannot be created or emailed automatically but are available on the
website either when one or more forms have been selected or through an option to generate a
spreadsheet for ALL forms in the current filter.
Spreadsheets can contain photos with pre-defined sizes or resolutions, signatures and pricing
information as well as simple form data.
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1.8 Concepts - Export to Word
Exporting form data to Word documents saves time-consuming manual data input and maintains
the integrity of the text of numerous standard forms. Within the three categories of export (to
Excel, Word and Access) there are many options that can be configured behind the scenes.
Currently this has to be done by magic5 support.
A Word document is created from a single form that has been completed (usually) on a device.

An option on the administrator's website is used to manually trigger the creation of a Word
document.
Word documents are created using a combination of Microsoft Word’s mail merge facility and
bespoke programming to generate content in a more complex fashion.
In many cases Word's mail merge functionality will be perfectly adequate - inserting values from a
form in place of a mail merge placeholder contained within the document. However if you have a
complicated structure such as a fire risk assessment document with many sections
following complex formatting rules then you will almost certainly need programming assistance.
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1.9 Concepts - Groups
Groups are used within magic5 to grant a user access to one or more customers. A group will be
associated with a set of customers, and a user will be a member of one or more groups. In this
way the user has access to the specified customers and is only able to complete forms for those
customers.
Users and customers can be associated with any number of groups.

Groups usually apply to users with a “User” role but not to customer logins as they tend to be set up
specifically for a single customer.
Groups can also be used in the allocation of jobs (eg. allocate a job to be picked up by any user in a
particular group, or allocate a job to go to every user in a group).
The restriction of the graphical planner to only show a subset of users is achieved through groups
(eg. the “South West” planner might include engineers in a group called “South West” whereas the
“North West” planner might include a totally different set of users working in the North West.
Engineers moving between the two areas would be in both groups and would appear on both
planners).
Groups offer powerful flexibility within magic5, but in straightforward cases it’s possible to
automate the allocation of customers and users to groups, usually with just one “Standard” group.
A list can be created to hold groups of locations that reflect the organisation of customers. These
may be regions (such as South West, North East), counties (Sussex, Norfolk, etc), countries (UK,
Ireland, Holland) or any other location grouping required. These groups can be allocated to users so
that, for instance, the Regional Manager for your customer can access reports in their regionwithout
being associated with every individual location. See Users (on-line documentation) and Create list
(on-line documentation) for more information.
Select the location group from the drop down list to include this location in that group, thereby
making it available to any users (customers) associated with the same group.

NB in order to appear here, the list MUST be called Location groups.
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1.10 Concepts - Jobs
A job is simply a task to be completed. Most magic5 tasks are carried out away from the office so
many jobs relate to site visits and so have an associated a customer and location. In addition,
they are usually allocated to a specific user or group of users for completion.
As a job progresses, its status is recorded by magic5 under the four categories shown below and
lists are filtered accordingly. Additional statuses, or supplementary statuses, can be set up as
bespoke items - for instance, 'Work complete' could have supplementary status values of 'Awaiting
invoicing', 'Invoiced', 'Not billable' and 'Payment received'. Movement between statuses (standard
and supplementary) can be set up in the Job definition and can trigger actions such as automatic
e-mails.
Colour coding can also be controlled through the job definition and this is very useful in the
planner for a graphical representation of workflow.
Unallocated A job is unallocated if either it has no date or is not assigned to either a user or to a
group of users. An unallocated job will not be viewable on a mobile device. On the graphical planner,
unallocated jobs with typically be available for “drag and drop” onto a date/user.
Allocated or outstanding A job which is allocated ('outstanding' or 'work in progress') has been
assigned to a user or group of users and has a date, but all device-related work on the job has not
been completed. An allocated job will be shown on the relevant user’s device Work List., assuming
that the user has run the Receive Updates option. If a job has been allocated to a group of users
then it will be available on the Work List of each of the users in the group, allowing the job to be
selected and completed by any of them.
Depending on the job definition, one or more forms may require completion before the device is
satisfied that the job has been completed as far as the device is concerned. A job definition can
also specify that a job will remain open on the device until closed on the server.
Assuming that a job is not set to remain open indefinitely, completion of forms will eventually result
in the device considering all work on the job as complete. Once the final form has been sent back to
the server the job is marked as complete.
Work complete A job is considered “work complete” if all device-side forms for that job have been
finished and sent back to the server. In many cases there will only be one form – for example, a job
sheet has been completed on the device and sent back to the server. In other cases there may be
multiple forms through a set of more or less complex rules and events on the device.
A job which has been allocated to a group of users will be removed from all device Work Lists once
one user has moved the job through to “Work complete” status.
Manually closed Jobs can be manually closed from the server. This can be the case with jobs which
are open-ended by definition - in which case the job has to be manually closed via the server in order
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for it to be removed from the device Work List – or it can be the case with “in progress” jobs on the
device which could potentially be finished by the user but which the office have chosen to close.
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1.11 Concepts - Job definitions and templates
Templates are an essential component of magic5, defining what information is to be collected on
the device. Used in conjuntion with an (optional) Job definition office users can add pre-defined,
up-to-the-minute information for device users, including as customer, location, contact details,
health & safety regulations, customer credit status, etc.

Job definitions
Every job in magic5 uses a specific job definition such as 'Job', 'Service', 'Installation', 'Delivery',
'Collection', 'Callout', 'Project' or 'Work order'. Job definitions have a flexible way of sending tasks or
information to mobile devices and this means that main forms can be supplemented with less
obvious examples such as 'Weekly timesheet summary', 'Operative document', 'SHE alert' and 'Clock
card'. Less common or ad-hoc templates such as 'Bio-hazard checklist', 'Apprentice starter form',
'Initial visit inspection', etc can be optionally attached by either the office or the device user.
As standard, jobs created on magic5 require:
Customer
Location
Date
User (or Group)
However these can be hidden or the text changed. For example, if someone only ever works with
one customer the customer name may be hidden to save clutter on the device screen. Or for clarity
in particular industries, 'Location' may be replaced by 'Project', and 'User' by 'Engineer'.
Additional items can be specified in the Job definition. These will be any other items of information
required from the office user when creating or assigning the job, and can be optional or mandatory.
They can be text entry, list items, contacts, phone numbers or automatically generated and can be
split into multiple pages if required. Examples of additional items include contact person, job
description, urgency, alarm code, notes (for office), notes (for user), job number and suggested
equipment.
As well as input items, the job definitions have settings to define how jobs of this type are
processed and displayed by the system.
Most jobs have a single template to be completed on the device when the job is opened. After
completion of this form (plus any supplementary forms added while work is being carried out), the
job is automatically closed.
However some jobs require a set of form templates from which the user picks as required and the
job is left open until manually closed by the office. Some 'open ended' jobs like this have a 'start of
day' template that requires that a completed form is sent back on every day of the job.
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Information shown in magic5 job lists can be customised, for example, the job number and urgency
could be shown alongside the main job details or the customer could be hidden. See Concepts Job lists (Section 1.12) for more details.
Jobs can also be viewed on the graphical planner with colour coding of statuses (see Job definition
- amend others (on-line documentation) for more details).
Job definition actions are automated actions or options that arise at various stages of a job’s life
cycle. An action could be something like 'send an e-mail to the assigned engineer when a job is
allocated' or they could be something like 'if a job is at status "awaiting invoicing" then give the user
an option to mark it as invoiced'. See Job definition - Actions & options for more details.

Templates
Templates in magic5 are used to define what data is to be collected on a mobile device form. Every
implementation of magic5 needs at least one template and some systems use 50 or more.
Forms to be completed on the device can be initiated by the device user (using the “New Form”
option and selecting a template) or by an office user initiating a job which has a template
associated with it. The same template can be used for either initiation.
A template consists of one (or more) documents. A document has one or more Pages of questions,
a Page being simply of way of breaking up the form into manageable chunks. Each Page in turn has
one or more Sections. Each Section has a heading and one or more Template Items. See magic5
Hierarchy Explained (Section 1.1)
Template items are individual questions/answers or pieces of information to display. They can be
simple Text items, Drop-down lists, Tick (check) boxes, Display information from an associated job,
links to documents, options to take Photos etc. See Item type (on-line documentation).
Additionally the template can contain automated actions to initiate at each status. This might be
“when a form is received from the device, e-mail a PDF of the form to the customer” or something
like “when a form is finished on the device, add specified items to a daily summary”. See Template
action (on-line documentation).
Template settings control editing options for any form using that template: whether the form can be
saved as incomplete and then edited, whether it can be deleted by the user, whether it can be edited
on the web site after submission etc. See Editing rules (on-line documentation).
Forms submitted from a device are referred to as reports and can be viewed in report lists, filtered
depending on their status. These lists can be customised within the template, including additional
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information and overriding default display items such as the customer. See Report lists (on-line
documentation).
The PDF and Excel report formats associated with a template are also specified through the
template settings. See Concept - PDFs (Section 1.14) and Concepts - Export to Excel (Section 1.7)
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1.12 Concepts - Job lists
Job list - List view
The job list screen in magic5 is the standard way of viewing and editing jobs. The tabular screens
show one job per row with standard columns of job date, customer, location, user and template
although this can be customised and added to within the job definition.
Date, customer, location, user and template can be used as filters for lists but added columns
cannot. Also, please be aware that implementation settings may conflict with these column
customisations, especially for closed and completed work.
If multiple job types are displayed within one job list then it’s possible that column headings and
column data may not be consistent. This can be overcome by using a bit of careful planning and
the $empty item type in Job definition - amend job lists (on-line documentation).
The text search box searches for the specified text within the reports in the current list. This is very
thorough and therefore slow so it is a good idea to reduce the list by applying a filter in the dropdown boxes for date, customer, location, reports and/or users. Additional filters can be added in
the job definition ('Job definition - amend job lists' in the on-line documentation).
Each menu item can be associated with preset filters to restrict the jobs shown to those of a
particular status and/or with any of the standard filter values. For example, you could have a menu
configured to automatically show Jobs of template A for customer X, location Y from the last
month. Or Outstanding jobs for template B. Or jobs of any status for any location of customer W.
Job list screens contain options to add a new job for each job definition that has been created.
These options can be removed on specified screens and the text of the button can be customized.

The maximum number of items shown on each page can be configured.

Each menu item can have a number of options to perform actions on all or selected jobs. These
include options to change the status of selected jobs, to export all or selected jobs to a spreadsheet
or to delete selected jobs.

Job list - Graphical planner
The graphical planner is an alternative to the standard job lists and is a better option, in many cases,
for planning, allocating and modifying jobs.
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The planner consists of a series of slots in the calendar for each user shown. The number of days
shown, the number of slots per day and the actual times of day corresponding to the slots can all be
configured. Different planners can show different time spans and slots: for example the same set of
jobs and users could appear on a weekly planner with 3 slots per day, and a monthly planner with 1
slot per day.
Unallocated jobs are typically shown on the left hand side of the planner and can be dragged into
the relevant calendar slot for a user – this will allocate the job in the same way that manually editing
the job details would do. The unallocated list can be omitted and can also be customized to contain
a subset of all unallocated work, according to certain rules.

Dragging the right hand side of a job allows the time allocated to be increased or decreased.

Dragging a job from one slot to another will alter the job’s date/time and/or user. If the user is
changed then this is effectively a deallocation of the original job (which will therefore be removed
from the user’s Work List) and an allocation to the new user (who will receive the job in their device
Work List).

Dragging the right hand side of a job allows the time allocated to be increased or decreased.

Clicking on a job will allow manual alternation of job details, including the date/time and user if the
drag and drop method is not suitable.
Clicking on an empty slot will allow the creation of a new job for the date/time and user specified.
The type of job created (ie. the job definition) is part of the configuration of the planner, so can vary
between different planners.

Clicking on the top right hand corner of a job will give an option to close the job.

Jobs of different statuses and types can be colour coded to allow easy distinction between
outstanding and completed jobs. The colour coding is controlled within the job definition.
The planner can either display all non-customer users (ie. administrators and standard users) or it
can display users in a specified group. Regardless of the purpose of a planner, all types of job are
shown for any included user. Hence if a user is shown in, for example, the Service planner any nonservice jobs allocated to them will be shown, preventing double-booking.

A user may appear in multiple planners.
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1.13 Concepts - Lists
Lists in magic5
Lists are a general purpose way of creating and maintaining choices for use in drop-down boxes,
multiple choice questions etc. Lists obviously have many advantages over simple text entry:
they enforce consistency of data entry
they allow faster completion of forms
they lend themselves to importing and exporting of data from other systems
they lend themselves to the automation of rules when processing forms

Commonly used lists are:
parts/stock items
quantities
job codes
job status
simple Yes/No or Pass/Fail type choices
specialized lists such as wards for a hospital, available drawings for a building, types of
installation, outcome codes for an audit, or fleet vehicles

List sizes range from 1 to many thousands.

A list consists of a list name and a number of list entries. Often the list entries are simply the text
required (eg. “Yes”, “Re-visit required”, “7”, “Large flange”). However, list entries can also have an
associated numeric value (eg. the price of a part or a score/weighting for calculating a total).
Lists can be linked together in a “cascade”. For example, a set of lists could be created to allow the
user to choose a vehicle make. Selection of the make would then give an additional prompt for
vehicle model, with the models being restricted to the make selected. There could be an additional
selection to give a list of vehicle derivatives, with options being the various flavours of model
chosen. For more information see Concepts - Cascading Lists (Section 1.5)

List entries
List entries are often a simple text such as “Yes”, “Re-visit required”, “7”, “Large flange”. However,
list entries can also have attributes such as the price of a part or a score/weighting for calculating a
total.
By default, list entries will be shown in alphabetical order, but the default order can be overridden by
administrators using the Rearrange Items link to the right of the list entries screen.
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Attributes for List entries
Part number used for stock, ordering and invoicing
Service info used for stock, ordering and invoicing
Sales code used for stock, ordering and invoicing
Stock code used for stock, ordering and invoicing
Buy in cost used for stock, ordering and invoicing
Charge out cost used for stock, ordering and invoicing
On hand used for stock management
Stock list type used for stock management
Stocklist sub-type used for stock management
Make item identification
Model item identification
Serial number item identification
Hoist make item identification
Hoist model item identification
Hoist serial number item identification
Procedure risk calculation
Risk Rating - probability risk calculation
Risk Rating - severity risk calculation
Risk Rating - risk risk calculation
Residual Risk - probability risk calculation
Residual Risk - severity risk calculation
Residual Risk - risk risk calculation
Control Measures risk calculation
Hazard 1 risk calculation
Hazard 2 risk calculation
Associated image or document often used to display crosses & ticks, smiley/frowny faces, thumbs up or
down
Text of e-mail useful for automated e-mails
Value to use a generic attribute that can be used for calculating weighted totals
VAT rate (%) used for invoicing
VAT code used for invoicing
Code assembly and class (advanced) industry specific
Expanded text primarily for creating text snippets that can be attached to various text entry areas to speed up
entry of standard phrases.
Number of header lines to ignore is used for importing job data from a spreadsheet (see how-to guide
('Import a job sheet' in the on-line documentation))
Spreadsheet columns unique names is used for importing job data from a spreadsheet (see how-to guide
('Import a job sheet' in the on-line documentation))
Primary key specifications is used for importing job data from a spreadsheet (see how-to guide ('Import a job
sheet' in the on-line documentation))
Import unallocated jobs is used for importing job data from a spreadsheet (see how-to guide ('Import a job
sheet' in the on-line documentation))
User key specifications is used for importing job data from a spreadsheet (see how-to guide ('Import a job
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sheet' in the on-line documentation))
Date key specifications is used for importing job data from a spreadsheet (see how-to guide ('Import a job
sheet' in the on-line documentation))
Metres per pixel is used to calibrate the scale of a drawing for calculating measurements in drawing locations
Colour enables the colour palette attribute for use with, for example, Item Type - Drawing location (on-line
documentation) tool pen colour options
Template file name enables uploading a Word document for outputting a report in Word/PDF format
Text on button creates a list-entry prompt for button text to accompany the Word template entered above
Additional settings creates a list-entry prompt for additional parameters in Word document output (eg. Word
version, PDF format, etc)
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1.14 Concepts - PDFs
PDF formats – reports
Whenever magic5 generates a PDF document for a report it uses a specified PDF format. These
formats define the general layout and rules for PDF document generation.
Standard formats are included in magic5 at implementation and can be used with any template.
Using simple layout rules, each of these formats creates a general purpose PDF designed to cover
most needs.
If the PDF formats shipped with magic5 are not suited to your needs, bespoke formats can be
created - contact magic5 support for more information.
The formats that ship with magic5 are:
1. Standard - this consists of a front page showing the customer, location, template name and date
together with your own logo and basic text as maintained in the PDF settings option. The
sections within the template are laid out in a simple way.
2. Standard - no Front Sheet - this is the same as the Standard format but with no front sheet. The
details from the front sheet are displayed in the footer.
3. Standard - compact - this is the same as 'Standard - no Front Sheet' format but with a more
compact layout.

PDF generation – reports
Any form completed on magic5 can be output as a PDF document using one of the following
methods.
Manually when viewing a report on the web site.
Buttons at the end of the report details can be clicked to create a PDF document, followed by
options to open or save it. By default a single button offers a 'Standard' format PDF, but a choice of
formats can be set up in template maintenance.
Automatically as an attachment to an e-mail configured as a “E-mail PDF report” template action.
This will generate an e-mail to specified recipients, attaching the PDF in a format specified within
the template action. If no format is specified then the default format for the template is used. This
action can be set as conditional, meaning that not all reports have to be treated in this way - maybe
only particular customers will be sent automatic PDFs. For full details see the template action ('Email PDF Report' in the on-line documentation).
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Automatically on the network as the result of an “Output PDF document” template action.
This generates a PDF document and saves it on the magic5 server or on a network connection
accessible from the server.
The default root folder for such documents is a system-wide setting and is, by default, a folder
under the magic5 installation.
This action can be set as conditional, meaning that not all reports have to be treated in this way maybe only particular customers will have PDFs generated.
If are running magic5 on your own network then you may be able to access these PDFs through
file sharing.
If you are using magic5 Hosted Edition then you will need an FTP account in order to download
the documents.
This option can be used to build up a folder of PDFs over time which may then be copied to a
memory stick or DVD. For full details see the template action ('Output to PDF file' in the on-line
documentation).

Manually from within a report list screen within the web site.
A PDF link shown alongside the usual details in a report list can be clicked to save or open the PDF
in the default format for the associated template. This saves time as you don’t need to click into the
report details in order to generate the PDF. This is a bespoke option - contact magic5 support for
more details.
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1.15 Concepts - Reports & report lists
Forms submitted from the device are generally called 'Reports' on the magic5 web site. In this
sense, a report is a single form full of data rather than a higher level management report.
Reports fall into one of three broad categories of status:

Incomplete
An Incomplete report is one that probably requires further editing and is generally one which is for
the attention of the user who submitted it.
A report may be Incomplete for one of the following reasons:
The associated template allows incomplete reports to be sent from the device (on the
assumption that it will be completed later on the web site by the user concerned). A simple
example of this is a complex audit – the auditor could use the mobile device to input basic audit
details but then sends the report back to the web site for further editing.
The associated template allows 'editing on the web site' for forms sent from the mobile device,
and the user chose this option when releasing the form.
The report has previously been at a status 'beyond' incomplete but has been 'reverted to
incomplete' by an administrator in order to allow editing or re-processing of the form.
Incomplete reports can be viewed and edited by administrators and also by the user who submitted
the form (assuming that they have access to the web site). They cannot be viewed by other nonadministrator users nor by customers.
When the user or administrator has finished editing a report and wishes to move it to 'Complete'
('available for sign-off'), they must manually choose an option to 'Release for sign-off'.

Complete
A complete form is one that the user concerned considers to be ready for release to the customer
but which has not yet been selected for release by an administrator.
On many systems, forms submitted from a mobile device are to be found with the 'Complete'
('available for sign-off') status.
Reports will be of status 'Complete' for one of the following reasons:
The associated template does not allow incomplete forms to be released from the device and
there is no automated action that has moved the report 'beyond' complete.
The report has previously been in Incomplete reports, has had all mandatory items completed
and has been manually moved to Complete through a 'release for sign-off' option.
The report has previously been at a status 'beyond' complete but has been 'reverted to
incomplete' by an administrator in order to allow editing or re-processing of the form.
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Complete reports can be viewed and edited by administrators and also by the user who submitted
the form (assuming that they have access to the web site). They cannot be viewed by other nonadministrator users nor by customers.
When the administrator is satisfied that a report can be released for viewing by the customer they
must manually chose the 'Release to customer' option.

Released
A released form is one that has been deemed to be acceptable for customer viewing, either through
automated actions or through a manual choice by an administrator.
If no customer logins are configured on a system there may be no need to distinguish between
Complete and Released reports.
Reports will be of status 'Released' for one of the following reasons:
The associated template is configured to automatically move Complete reports to a status of
Released.
The report has previously been at a status of Complete and has been manually released by an
administrator.
Released reports can be viewed by all users: administrators, standard users and customers,
assuming that the user concerned has access to the customer and/or location.

Supplementary statuses
The Incomplete and Complete statuses are pre-set in the system and govern the access to reports
based on the role of the user. Once a report has been released it is generally viewable by all types of
user. Note that the user account customer and/or location restrictions, the restrictions of location
groups and the menus configured for each user role may prevent released reports from being
viewed by a particular user.
The Released status is also pre-set in the system and marks the stage at which customers can view
reports (subject to the restrictions mentioned above).
Supplementary, or additional, statuses can be used 'beyond' Released to allow a post-Release 'life
cycle' for a report. Typically these will be statuses such as 'Awaiting invoicing', 'Invoiced', 'Awaiting
payment' and 'Finished'.
Reports can be moved between supplementary statuses via options set up in the template and by
options within the various report lists. These status changes can trigger actions such as automatic
e-mails.
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Note that additional status values must be set up by the magic5 support team.

Report lists
The report list screens within magic5 are the standard way of viewing and editing reports/forms.
These screens are tabular, with one report per row and with a variable number of columns.
Information shown in each column is controlled by the template. The standard columns show form
date, customer, location, user and template. Filtering is available by date, customer, location, user
and template.
Note that the columns selected for report lists within the template may be overridden by the
settings in configuration files.
The text search box allows the specified text to be searched for amongst the current selection of
reports. Note that this is a very intensive operation and it’s always a good idea to filter the list of
reports as narrowly as possible before searching for any text.
The available filters are preset within the system and adding additional columns to display (via the
template) will not enable filtering on those column values.
If multiple templates are displayed within one report list then it’s possible that column headings and
column data may not be consistent.
Settings exist to customise the filters shown on each report list and to specify the column headings.
Each menu item can be associated with pre-set filters to restrict the reports shown to those of a
particular status and/or with any of the standard filter values. For example, you could have a menu
configured to automatically show Released reports of template A for customer X, location Y from
the last month. Or Complete reports for template B. Or reports of any status for any location of
customer W.
The maximum number of items shown on each page can be configured.
Each menu item can have a number of options to perform actions on all or selected reports. These
include options to change the status of selected reports, to export all or selected reports to a
spreadsheet or to delete selected reports.
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1.16 Concepts - Report processing variables
Report processing variables are used to customise report processing, especially in relation to the
text of e-mails and generation of file names. This means that entering “This is a report for ’
replaced with the actual customer name (eg Mr Smith) to generate the text "This is a report for Mr
Smith" in the final report.
Report Processing Variables must have both a leading and trailing “%” (eg "" will NOT be correctly
interpreted).
Fields which use Report Processing Variables can accept any number of them in any order with
any number of iterations. Any text which is not recognized as a Report Processing Variable is left
as-is (ie ").

CUSTOMER
The customer's current name. This is not backward
compatible, so if the customer's name has changed since the
form was filled in the new name will appear.

LOCATION
The customer's current location as selected on the device.
This is not backward compatible, so if the location name has
changed since the form was filled in the new name will
appear.

DATE
This is a date/time stamp in the format
YYYYMMDD"T"HHMMSS

SHORT_DATE
The date part of DATE: YYYYMMDD

YEAR
The year part of DATE: YYYY

MONTH
The month part of DATE: MM
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WEEK_SUNDAY
The Sunday starting the week of DATE: YYYYMMDD

WEEK_MONDAY
The Monday starting the week of DATE: YYYYMMDD

GUID
The unique ID given to the report. For example, FD8DFE2D33A7-4761-A1E8-4448DE4C1541

REPORT_URL
The full web link that points to the report

INSTALL_NAME
The name for this installation of magic5

CURRENT_DATE
The current date/time in the format YYYYMMDD"T"HHMMSS

CURRENT_SHORT_DATE
The date part of CURRENT_DATE: YYYYMMDD

CURRENT_YEAR
The year part of CURRENT_DATE: YYYY

CURRENT_MONTH
The month part of CURRENT_DATE: MM

CURRENT_WEEK_SUNDAY
The Sunday starting the week of CURRENT_DATE:
YYYYMMDD
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CURRENT_WEEK_MONDAY
The Sunday starting the week of CURRENT_DATE:
YYYYMMDD

USERFULLNAME
The first and last name of the user completing the form

$customer
The customer name. This IS backward compatible and will
display the customer name at the time the form was
completed.

$location
The location. This IS backward compatible and will display the
location at the time the form was completed.

@xxxx
The value of an item in the current template which has the
unique name of "xxxx". Unique names are automatically
allocated to all items in a template, but can be overwritten
during set up to make them more meaningful. This report
processing variable means that any data item on the device
can be used in the corresponding action.
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1.17 Concepts - Risk Factor Weightings
A Risk Factor is a weighted scoring system designed for auditing purposes but now with wider
uses. Weightings enable a set of answers to be treated as a group rather than individuals to create
an overall rating that takes account of the importance of the question.
An unrealistically simplified scenario is banded multiple-choice questions regarding a person's
income, outgoings and savings.
A low score on all three questions would give a low credit rating
A high score on all would give a high credit rating
Inbetween would be less clear.
Depending on how it was set up, a credit rating for high income band might be better than for
high savings. Similarly, a low income and low outgoings might be better than a high income and
high outgoings, but not necessarily better than average income and average outgoings.

In other words, the credit rating is based on all of the answers and this is where weighting comes in.
If savings are only half as important than income then the weighting for savings might be 5 and the
weighting for income 10. If the weighting for outgoings (using reverse numbering scheme) is 0.8
time as important as income, the weighting would be 8. Therefore a person in the top savings band
would score 4 x 5 = 20 whereas a person in the top income band would score 4 x 10 = 40, a person
with low income and outgoings would score 1x10 + 4x5 = 30, low income and high outgoings 1x10
+ 1x5 = 15, low income, high outgoings and middle savings 1x10 + 1x5 + 3x8 = 39, and middle
income and outgoings 3x10 + 3x5 =45.
There is a good chance that weighting figures are already available if they are necessary for a
magic5 system and simple need to be transferred from the manual method into a Risk Factor item
type in the template.
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1.18 Concepts - Standard Attributes
Attributes are general pieces of information stored on the system relating to, or attached to,
customers, locations, users, lists and list entries. Attribute examples include user’s initials,
customer's address, location site code, list entry’s product type or a supplier code.
Attributes values are input and edited when creating/modifying the records to which they are
attached.

Only one attribute value can be held in each attribute name.

Attributes can be displayed on a mobile device and also output on PDFs and other report formats.

Attributes are very powerful within Conditions. For example, a device could display customer
attribute of ‘on stop’ to prevent work being charged or could use the customer attribute in a
calculated field such as discount rate. See How to guide ('Use display conditions to show/hide
items or sections' in the on-line documentation) for more information

Many attributes are free text but others can be list entries or dates.

Attributes can be used on the server in Action conditions and can also be updated by Action
conditions. For example, a location might have ‘last visit report’ attribute which gets updated by a
server action when a form is processed for that location. See help pages ('Template action' in the
on-line documentation).
Attributes can also be used within job creation on the server. For example, job numbers could be
prefixed by a location code, or warning notes could be displayed attached (eg "this customer
requires a level 2 qualification engineer"). See help pages ('Job definition' in the on-line
documentation).
Not all of these entities can be used in the same place or at the same time, but where they can
combinations can make powerful output text or conditional behaviours.
Standard attributes are shipped with magic5 and most are listed below. Not all will be available on
every implementation and new Standard Attributes may not yet have been added to the list.
Bespoke attributes can be created by contacting magic5.

Customer

address = Address
postCode = Post code
phoneNumber = Phone number
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faxNo = Fax number
sageCode = Sage code
productService = Product/Service
supplierCode = Supplier code
officeNotes= Notes (office only)
deviceNotes = Notes (available on device)

Location

User

List entries
These are only
available for a list
entry if they have been
selected in the
Additional Attributes
for list entries tab for
the list ('Create list' in
the on-line
documentation) itself.

address = Address
postCode = Post code
phoneNumber = Phone number
faxNo = Fax number
sageCode = Sage code
officeNotes = Notes (office only)
deviceNotes = Notes (available on device)
displayName = Display name (device only)
initials = Initials
jobTitle = Job title
suffixTitle = Name suffix (eg.MIFSM)

part_No = Part number
serviceInfo = Service info
sales_Code = Sales code
stock_Code = Stock code
buyIn_Cost = Buy in cost
chargeOut_Cost = Charge out cost
on_Hand = On hand
stockList_Type = Stock list type
stockList_SubType = Stocklist sub-type
asset_Make = Make
asset_Model = Model
asset_SerialNo = Serial number
asset_HoistMakeModel = Hoist make
asset_HoistModel = Hoist model
asset_HoistSerial = Hoist serial number
hs_procedure = Procedure
hs_riskProbability = Risk Rating - probability
hs_riskSeverity = Risk Rating - severity
hs_riskRisk = Risk Rating - risk
hs_residualProbability = Residual Risk - probability
hs_residualSeverity = Residual Risk - severity
hs_residualRisk = Residual Risk - risk
hs_controlMeasures = Control Measures
hs_hazard0 = Hazard 1
hs_hazard1 = Hazard 2
listItemImage = Associated image or document
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email_text = Text of e-mail
variableValue = Value to use
VATRate = VAT rate (%)
vatCode = VAT code
customCodeAssemblyAndClass = Code assembly and class (advanced)
expandedText = Expanded text
headerLines = Number of header lines to ignore
columnUniqueNames = Spreadsheet columns unique names
primaryKeyFormats = Primary key specifications
importUnallocated = Import unallocated jobs
userKeyFormats = User key specifications
dateKeyFormats = Date key specifications
metresPerPixel = Metres per Pixel
colour = colour
templatefilename = Word document template
buttonText= button text for Word template
additionalSettings = additional parameters for Word template
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1.19 Concepts - Sub-jobs
Sub-jobs are jobs that exist in a hierarchy. This can be nested and instructed to behave as a group - eg
not releasing an individual job until all jobs have been complete.

A sub-job isn't ...
A sub-job isn't any job created automatically within template actions, even if it is conditional on a
response in the original form or sharing the same data. Unless specifically defined as a sub-job, the new
job would have the same life-cycle as the intial job but would be independent and would only appear to be
linked when reading the description in a list (for example the same customer name or location).

A sub-job is ...
A sub-job is, however, a powerful alternative offered by magic5 whereby related jobs (such as re-visits
and follow-ups) are explicitly created as children of the initial parent job. In this way each individual subjob appears in a users worklist as a job to be done (with one or more associated forms) but the serverside user is able to view all of the sub-jobs (or series of visits) as a group.
Each sub-job can also act as a parent job in its own right for any number of levels. In this way an initial
parent job could contain many groups of sub-jobs with their own sub-jobs.
A parent job’s status is dependent upon the status of all of its sub-jobs so that completing the last job in a
group of sub-jobs will also complete the parent job.
A typical example of using sub-jobs is when a lead engineer has assistants who are also using magic5
and have jobs of their own that need to be completed under the umbrella of the lead engineer’s.
Another use might be to tie together re-visits when parts are required and the initial job needs to remain
open until one or more re-visits have been carried out. In this case it doesn’t matter who the users are for
the subsequent visits or the dates – each individual sub-job can be allocated and re-allocated, scheduled
and re-scheduled as an independent job.

There are 2 ways in which a sub-job can be created :
1. Firstly it can be triggered manually with a button in the job editing screen which has been attached to
the job definition (Job Definition->Sub-job Action->Option within job screen->Add action)
2. Secondly it can be triggered automatically by a completed form by selecting the 'Create a new job'
Template action (Maintain templates->[template name]->[status required]->Create a new job) and making
sure that the 'Create as sub-job of existing job' box is ticked. Conditions are set (using report processing
variables) for the new job creation so that when a form is completed on the device and sent back to the
server, the sub-job will be set up only when required. For example, if the parts required re-visit box has
been ticked then a sub-job of the initial job is created, often as an unallocated job which is then scheduled
in when the parts become available.
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1.20 Concepts - Summary Forms
Summary forms in magic5 take specific information that has been input from other forms and
present it in a summarised format. This means that a device user can collect on-site or workrelated data with details, supporting evidence, signatures, etc that can be output in a report, such
as an invoice or timesheet, as just one item amongst many.
Summaries can be built up during a day, week or on an on-going basis.

Summaries can be related to just the work for a particular customer or location, or they can contain
information for all customers.
The source form will be constructed and used in the same way as any other form on the device, and
may well output a report of its own. The types of data input can be specific to the job's
requirements.
Different source forms can contribute to the same summary form. Empty columns can be utilised
to format the report as desired.
For example
An engineer completes a job sheet for each job completed during the week. Each completed job
sheet creates an entry in a weekly summary containing customer and location, date, job number
and hours worked. The weekly summary acts as their timesheet for that week.
An operative completes a worksheet for each task they perform on site. Summary details of the
worksheet are added to a daily summary form. This form is then used as a sign-off document for
the client.

Summary forms are set up by
Creating a summary form, based around a table of summary information
Creating one or more “source” forms. When completed, a source form feeding into the summary,
contributing one row to the summary table
Creating an “action” on the source form defining which type of summary form is required and
which items from the completed form get added to the summary table
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1.21 Concepts - Templates
Templates in magic5 are used to define what data is to be collected on a mobile device
form. Every implementation of magic5 needs at least one template and some systems use 50 or
more.
Forms to be completed on the device can be initiated by the device user (using the “New Form”
option and selecting a template) or by an office user initiating a job which has a template
associated with it. The same template can be used for either initiation.
A template consists of one (or more) documents. A document has one or more Pages of questions,
a Page being simply of way of breaking up the form into manageable chunks. Each Page in turn has
one or more Sections. Each Section has a heading and one or more Template Items. See magic5
Hierarchy Explained (Section 1.1)
Template items are individual questions/answers or pieces of information to display. They can be
simple Text items, Drop-down lists, Tick (check) boxes, Display information from an associated job,
links to documents, options to take Photos etc. See Item type (on-line documentation).
Additionally the template can contain automated actions to initiate at each status. This might be
“when a form is received from the device, e-mail a PDF of the form to the customer” or something
like “when a form is finished on the device, add specified items to a daily summary”. See Template
action (on-line documentation).
Template settings control editing options for any form using that template: whether the form can be
saved as incomplete and then edited, whether it can be deleted by the user, whether it can be edited
on the web site after submission etc. See Editing rules (on-line documentation).
Forms submitted from a device are referred to as reports and can be viewed in report lists, filtered
depending on their status. These lists can be customised within the template, including additional
information and overriding default display items such as the customer. See Report lists (on-line
documentation).
The PDF and Excel report formats associated with a template are also specified through the
template settings. See Concept - PDFs (Section 1.14) and Concepts - Export to Excel (Section 1.7)
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1.22 Concepts - Sub-jobs
Sub-jobs are jobs that exist in a hierarchy. This can be nested and instructed to behave as a group - eg
not releasing an individual job until all jobs have been complete.

A sub-job isn't ...
A sub-job isn't any job created automatically within template actions, even if it is conditional on a
response in the original form or sharing the same data. Unless specifically defined as a sub-job, the new
job would have the same life-cycle as the intial job but would be independent and would only appear to be
linked when reading the description in a list (for example the same customer name or location).

A sub-job is ...
A sub-job is, however, a powerful alternative offered by magic5 whereby related jobs (such as re-visits
and follow-ups) are explicitly created as children of the initial parent job. In this way each individual subjob appears in a users worklist as a job to be done (with one or more associated forms) but the serverside user is able to view all of the sub-jobs (or series of visits) as a group.
Each sub-job can also act as a parent job in its own right for any number of levels. In this way an initial
parent job could contain many groups of sub-jobs with their own sub-jobs.
A parent job’s status is dependent upon the status of all of its sub-jobs so that completing the last job in a
group of sub-jobs will also complete the parent job.
A typical example of using sub-jobs is when a lead engineer has assistants who are also using magic5
and have jobs of their own that need to be completed under the umbrella of the lead engineer’s.
Another use might be to tie together re-visits when parts are required and the initial job needs to remain
open until one or more re-visits have been carried out. In this case it doesn’t matter who the users are for
the subsequent visits or the dates – each individual sub-job can be allocated and re-allocated, scheduled
and re-scheduled as an independent job.

There are 2 ways in which a sub-job can be created :
1. Firstly it can be triggered manually with a button in the job editing screen which has been attached to
the job definition (Job Definition->Sub-job Action->Option within job screen->Add action)
2. Secondly it can be triggered automatically by a completed form by selecting the 'Create a new job'
Template action (Maintain templates->[template name]->[status required]->Create a new job) and making
sure that the 'Create as sub-job of existing job' box is ticked. Conditions are set (using report processing
variables) for the new job creation so that when a form is completed on the device and sent back to the
server, the sub-job will be set up only when required. For example, if the parts required re-visit box has
been ticked then a sub-job of the initial job is created, often as an unallocated job which is then scheduled
in when the parts become available.
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1.23 Concepts - Customers, Locations and Contacts
Each magic5 system contains one or more customers, with each customer having one or more
associated locations/sites/projects.
Customers are fundamental to the system in that each form must be completed “for” a
particular location (and hence customer). Jobs are also specified for a location (and hence
customer). The various job and report pages within the system usually allow the filtering of jobs
and completed forms via customer and, optionally, location.

Note that a location has to be “beneath” a customer (ie. it can’t exist without a customer).

In some systems, especially where the “real” customer is a member of the public, it might not
make sense for each individual to be set up as a magic5 “customer”. Hence it may make sense
to have a magic5 “Customer” of “General customer” (for example) and the “real” customer
details would be recorded as part of the form.
A customer will have associated information: often simply an address, but maybe a Sage code
or similar.
In order for a customer to appear in various parts of the system it must have at least one
location defined, even if this is a “head office” type location.
A location (or site or project) is in some ways even more fundamental than the customer.
Forms are always recorded against locations, and jobs are always allocated to them. Aside
from a location address, there tends to be a much wider set of information associated with a
location than with a customer. For instance, pricing information, drawings and plans, and
supplementary items such as ward lists. Contacts can be associated either with the customer
as a whole (“customer-wide contacts”) or they can be associated with a location (“location
contacts”). Contacts have a name and standard contact details such as e-mail address; phone
number; mobile number.
Such permanent contacts are worthwhile adding to magic5 for a number of reasons:
Contact information can easily be selected when creating a job in the office, without having
to re-enter data each time
Contact information can be made available on the device, with simple “tap” options to
phone, send text messages and send e-mails
Automated actions can be created to e-mail completed forms to contacts – these require a
location or customer to have contacts setup on the system with e-mail addresses
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Note that a contact and a “customer” user account are not the same thing. Setting somebody
up as a contact on the system may ensure that they receive e-mails of completed work but it
won’t allow them to login to the system. A user account with a role of “customer” will allow
login to the system but the user won’t appear as a contact for the customer concerned when
creating or viewing a job or form.
In cases where contacts typically do need user accounts it’s possible to (optionally)
automatically generate user accounts when contacts are created.
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1.24 Concepts - Device workflow
magic5 operates a device workflow system whereby new forms can be created as part of the same job.
Selected data can be transported between them, and manipulated using $$
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1.25 Concepts - Report processing variables
Introduction
Report processing (“Actions to take”) occur on the magic5 server at various points in a form’s life cycle and
on the device itself when the form is finished.

Fields common to all actions
Description
Allow user to choose to run this action

Conditions (Advanced tab)

A brief description of the action, used to help
identify the action.
For device-based actions this option allows you to
specify whether the action happens automatically
when a form is released (in which case the user has
no control over it) or whether the user is given the
choice of running the action manually.
Restricts action to running only under certain
conditions. Further information on this is available
at Reference - Conditions

Any items marked with a red asterisk (*) are mandatory and must be completed before saving the template.

Report processing variables
Many fields associated with report processing can make use of Report processing variables, especially those
relating to the text of e-mails or file names to be generated. This means that the text “This is a report for
%CUSTOMER%” will have the text ‘%CUSTOMER%’ replaced with the actual customer name entered on the
device (eg Mr Smith) to generate the text "This is a report for Mr Smith" in the final report.
Report Processing Variables must have both a leading and trailing “%” (eg "%LOCATION%")and, as they are
case-sensitive must be entered EXACTLY as shown in the list below (eg "%Year%" will NOT be correctly
interpreted).
Fields which accept Report Processing Variables can accept any number of them in any order and any
number of iterations. Any text which is not recognized as a Report Processing Variable is left as-is.
The full list of variables:
CUSTOMER
LOCATION
DATE
SHORT_DATE
YEAR
MONTH
WEEK_SUNDAY
WEEK_MONDAY
GUID

Customer name
Location name
The date/time of the form in the format
YYYYMMDD”T”HHMMSS
The date part of DATE: YYYYMMDD
The year part of DATE: YYYY
The month part of DATE: MM
The Sunday starting the week of DATE: YYYYMMDD
The unique ID given to the report. For example,
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FD8DFE2D-33A7-4761-A1E8-4448DE4C1541
REPORT_URL
INSTALL_NAME
CURRENT_DATE

The full web link that gives a points to the report
The name for this installation of magic5
The current date/time in the format
YYYYMMDD”T”HHMMSS

CURRENT_SHORT_DATE
CURRENT_YEAR
CURRENT_MONTH
CURRENT_WEEK_SUNDAY

The date part of CURRENT_DATE: YYYYMMDD
The year part of CURRENT_DATE: YYYY
The month part of CURRENT_DAT : MM
The Sunday starting the week of CURRENT_DATE:
YYYYMMDD

CURRENT_WEEK_MONDAY

The Monday starting the week of CURRENT_DATE:
YYYYMMDD
USERFULLNAME
The first name and last name of the user
completing the form
$customer
Customer name (backwards compatible)
$location
Location name (backwards compatible)
@xxxx
The value, in the current form, of the item with
unique name ‘xxxx’. A unique name is specified for
all entry items within a template and this option
allows the value entered on the device to be output
as part of the action.
The WEEK_SUNDAY and WEEK_MONDAY variables can be used, for example, in outputting to files or
directories which will contain all data for a specified week. The use of Sunday or Monday simply enables a
choice of when the week is designated to begin. In the case of producing monthly or yearly outputs, YEAR
and MONTH are sufficient.

Root output directory
Any files created by report processing (for example, Access databases or XML files) will be created
underneath the “Root Output Directory”. This location of this directory is held within the
TargetInstance/RootOutputDirectory setting of the magic5Workflow.exe.config file. In addition, there will
individual sub-directories of this root for each of the “data organisations” set up on the system. In practice
this simply means that your own files will be under the “2” sub-directory of the root. When specifying the
output file name and location, bear in mind that the location will be relative to this root.

Server actions
Actions are triggered on the magic5 server:
When a report is
received from
the Device (Incomplete
or Complete)

This action is triggered when a report is sent from the device to the server,
regardless of it's status. All the actions described below are available.

When a report becomes
available for sign-off

This action is triggered when the report is marked as complete on the server,
but before it is signed-off. All the actions described below are available.
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(Complete)
When a report is
signed-off to the
customer (Released)

This action is triggered when the report is signed-off on the server. All the
actions described below are available.

When an interim report
is received

This action is triggered when an interim report is received on the server. An
interim report is generated as a snapshot on a device which can alert the
server that a certain stage has been reached (eg a job started, an emergency
light activated, a customer notified). These interim events can happen within
a form and when the whole form is complete it will go through the usual
actions as above. All the actions described below are available.

These actions are processed by the Windows Service “magic5 Workflow Engine”.

Export to Access 2003 database
The “export to Access” option exports all of the data captured on a form into Access database tables. The
“unique names” defined for documents and for individual items are used to generate and update the Access
tables. One Access table is created for each document, and the name of the table is the unique name of the
document. For each individual item, a field is created within the table, the field name being the unique name
of the item. In addition to these variable aspects of the template, fields are also created for the customer,
location, date etc. Further to this, tables are also created within the Access database to hold values for
general purpose lists, for customers, locations, templates etc.
The database name can contain “Report processing variables”. This means that you can have multiple
databases being created for each template. For instance, you could have one database per month, per day,
per week, per customer etc.
Access database location and file name

Use text of list entries rather than list entry id
(useful if you have many different list items)

The file name (and possibly path) to the Access
database to be created and exported to. Any files
created will be located under the “Root Output
Directory”. This means that you should not specify a
drive name, simply a path under the Root Output
Directory. Any folder specified does not have to
exist, and the database itself will be created by
magic5 automatically. This field allows “Report
processing variables”.
By default magic5 will output its own internal ‘id’ for
a given list item, together with an Access database
table containing the “text” corresponding to this id.
In general this is the “correct” way of dealing with
database data and it avoids duplication of data.
However, if you wish to use text values directly for
the sake of simplicity then you can enable this
option. There are also limits within Access itself in
terms of how many items within a database table
can be cross-referenced with a “lookup” table – if
such a limit is reached then this option can be used
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to revert to simple text values.

E-mail a PDF version of the report
E-mail address to send report to

E-mail all customer-wide contacts

E-mail to all contacts for location
E-mail all addresses specified in ‘E-mail Address’
template items

E-mail the user who completed the form

E-mail addresses specified in template items (enter
'unique names' separated by commas)

E-mail address to send report from

Subject line of e-mail

Text of e-mail

Enter the e-mail address of the person you wish the
report to be sent to. This should be a valid SMTP email address such as somebody@company.com.
Note that you can enter multiple addresses,
separated by semi-colons.
magic5 allows contacts to be added to a customer
rather than a location. These are called customerwide contacts. If this option is selected then the
report will be e-mailed to any and all customer-wide
contacts for the customer.
If this option is selected then the report will be emailed to all contacts for the location of the report.
If you have an “e-mail address” item within your
template (allowing the user to input a customer’s email address for example) then selecting this option
will cause the report to be e-mailed to addresses
specified in this way.
Select this option to e-mail a report to the address
set up for the person currently logged onto the
device. See Users for more details.
This text box allows e-mail addresses that have
been collected in non-email specific template items
(and therefore unvalidated) to be sent copies of the
report. More than one unique item name can be
entered here, separated by commas. This facility is
primarily used for imported data.
Enter the e-mail address to be shown as having sent
the report e-mail. This will also be the e-mail
address that any reply is sent to. This field allows
“Report processing variables”. If no value is
specified the default will be used.
Enter the subject line for the e-mail. This field allows
“Report processing variables”. If no value is
specified the default will be used.
Enter the body text for the e-mail. This field allows
“Report processing variables” If no vHTMLlue is
specified the default will be used.

E-mail attachment name
Include additional attachments of photos etc.
separately within e-mail

Select this option to include photos in addition to
those included in the PDF report. They will be sent
as extra attachments
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Prefix for additional attachment names

Prefix for the above - eg "Photo" entered here would
generate attachments titled Photo1, Photo2,
Photo3, etc.

Output to XML file
This option outputs results to an XML file. Typically this is used for communicating results to third party
systems. Full details on the file structure are contained within the “Interfacing External Systems to ”
document.
Output directory

Output ‘lookup’ information (lists, users, customers,
locations etc.)

The directory that will contain the XML output files.
Note that this directory will be underneath the “Root
Output Directory”, so here you simply need to
specify the relative path (eg. “XYZ System Output”).
Any folder specified does not have to exist. This
field allows “Report processing variables”.
If “lookup” values such as list entries, usernames,
customers and locations have been created within
magic5 (and not imported from a third party
system) then this option allows these lookup values
to be output along with the form data.

Output to PDF file
This option outputs results to a PDF document. The PDF created is the same as for the “E-mail a PDF version
of the report” action, but is output to a file on the server rather than as an attachment to an e-mail.
Output directory

The directory that will contain the PDF output files.
Note that this directory will be underneath the “Root
Output Directory”, so here you simply need to
specify the relative path (eg. “XYZ System Output”).
Any folder specified does not have to exist. This
field allows “Report processing variables”.

Output to CSV file
CSV location and file name

This field allows “Report processing variables”.

CSV transformation

'None' and 'Standard CSV' are supplied as
standard with which means that everything
gets output into it's own field in the CSV file.
Alternative formats need to be discussed with
our support team, but can then appear in this
list.

Path or URL prefix for attachments

Items that cannot be stored directly in a CSV
file (such as photos or signatures) are saved
separately and the path to that file is stored.
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Enter the path here or a prefix for the URL.
Override root output folder

As detailed above, most outputs from magic5
are stored in the "Root Output Directory",
directly or as sub-folders. CSV files can be
stored elsewhere (ie outside the Root
Directory) by entering an alternative here.

Automatically release to customer
This action requires Description and Condition which are discussed above.

E-mail notification (no attachments)
This action is the same as "E-mail a PDF version of the report" in that it allows for e-mail notifications to be
sent to various people. However, no attachment is sent with the e-mail.

Device actions
Actions are triggered on the device When a report is finished on the device and before it is sent to the magic5
server. These actions allow things like direct e-mailing from the device and printing.

E-mail documents from device
This action allows the creation and e-mailing of Word-compatible and Excel-compatible documents directly
from the device.
Output directory

Output RTF (Word-compatible document)

Template file name (.rtf)

The directory that will contain the PDF output files.
Note that this directory will be underneath the “Root
Output Directory”, so here you simply need to
specify the relative path (eg. “XYZ System Output”).
Any folder specified does not have to exist. This
field allows “Report processing variables”.
Tick this box if you wish to create a .rtf document
for e-mailing or copying onto a PC or network. RTF
(“Rich Text Format”) documents are compatible
with Microsoft Word and can be viewed and edited
using Word.
The format of the generated .rtf file can be specified
using a template file. This allows you to create
documents with your own logos, company details
and general formatting. magic5 supplies a basic
format template called Template.rtf (not to be
confused with “templates” which define the look of
forms on the device). Template.rtf outputs all items
within the form in a simple way. If you wish to
create your own format of document then you can
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create your own file, for example, MyTemplate.rtf
and specify this file name to be used when creating
the output file.
Output CSV (Excel-compatible document)

Don’t automatically Send/Receive e-mails

E-mail address to send report to

E-mail all addresses specified in ‘E-mail Address’
template items

E-mail service to use

Subject line of e-mail
Text of e-mail
Save attachments to ‘shared’ folder for
synchronising to desktop

Tick this box if you wish to create a .csv document
for e-mailing or copying onto a PC or network. CSV
(“Comma Separated Variable”) documents are
compatible with Microsoft Excel and can be viewed
and edited using Excel.
Allows documents to be created but not e-mailed.
Use this option if you wish to have a copy of a
completed forms which you can copy off the device
without using e-mail.
Enter the e-mail address of the person you wish the
report to be sent to. This should be a valid SMTP email address such as somebody@company.com
If you have an “e-mail address” item within your
template (allowing the user to input a customer’s email address for example) then selecting this option
will cause the report to be e-mailed to addresses
specified in this way.
With magic5 running on a Device, this specifies the
e-mail service to be used when sending e-mails.
This is the name given to the e-mail account (eg.
O2, Hotmail, BT Internet) not the e-mail address (eg.
pdauser@o2.com). If no value is specified then
magic5 will use the first e-mail account that it finds.
Note that the first e-mail account is often “Outlook
E-mail” – this account will allow you to send the
generated e-mails once the Device is connected to a
PC but won’t allow sending “over the air” via the
phone network.
With a PC-based version of magic5, this field gives
the e-mail address to send messages from.
Enter the subject line of the e-mail
Enter the body of the e-mail
For Device-based versions of magic5 this specifics
that generated documents will be saved in the “My
Documents” folder. This folder can be set up to be
automatically synchronised to a PC using
ActiveSync and so provides a simple method to
copy documents off the Device. If this option is not
selected then documents will be created within
magic5’s Output folder on the Device.
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Run custom code on the device
This action allows the running of a custom program when a form is released on the Device.
Assembly and class

The assembly and class name containing the
custom code in the standard format. For example,
MyFileName,MyClass.ClassName
The method name to run. For example,
UpdateMyBitsAndPieces

Method name

Print document from device
This action allows a document to be printed when a form is released on the Device, which has to be manually
triggered so the "Allow user to choose to run this action" should be ticked.
Custom print format

The assembly and class name that contains the
appropriate print format. For example,
MyPrintFile,MyClass.PrintController.
This format has to be created at implementation discuss this with Cadence Computing Limited prior
to installation.

Spell check on device
This action allows a document to be spell checked when a form is released on the Device.
Application name (as shown in ‘Remove Programs’)

File name to run

For Device forms, this option allows a third party
program to be specified as a spell checker for
forms. For example, PhatWare PhatSpell
The name of the spell checking application. For
example, PhatSpell.exe

Device workflow
This Action allows a further form to be sent for completion on the device, conditional on whether the state of
the original form (completed or not). This is a useful tool for the circumstance where, for instance, an
engineer might find that the job they have been scheduled to do requires further parts - they can flag the
job as incomplete, prompting the creation of a Parts Request Form and, on receipt of the parts, can continue
and complete the form, prompting a Job Sign-off Form.
Next form in workflow for
completed jobs

Select from a list of available templates that appear in the drop-down box.

Next form in workflow for
incomplete jobs

Select from a list of available templates that appear in the drop-down box.

Unique name of item to
keep for workflow

Enter the unique name of any items that you wish to carry forward onto
either complete or incomplete job forms
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Select appropriate forms from the drop-down lists on the Main tab of this Action - these forms, therefore,
need to be devised in advance.
With careful forethought this is a powerful action which can guide the mobile device user through
complicated paperwork.

Device update customer flag
This Action enables special customer data to be updated dependent on pre-defined conditions.
Condition

As described above for serverside conditions

Name of
Flag

Enter flag name as created at implementation - contact Cadence Computing Limited
support for more information

Value of
Flag

Appropriate value to assign to the flag when the conditions above are met - eg if customer
is spending over £200 the percentage discount flag may be set to 10. Ensure that this
value is in the correct format for the data you expect to be held - ie if the flag expects a
'yes/no' response, do not enter numbers at this point.
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1.26 Concepts - Document Library
The Document library is a set of read-only documents that are available to all authorised device
users.
Please be aware that the document library is purely for reference - if a signature is required to
acknowledge that the user have read the document you will need to create a job definition ('Job
definition - create' in the on-line documentation) (with bulk-allocation if appropriate) with a
template (on-line documentation) that links to the document and contains a signature capture
item ('Item Type - Signature capture' in the on-line documentation) to confirm that the user has
read it.
Documents in the document library are available to all everybody. They are not allocated to
particular jobs or projects and neither are they allocated to particular operatives.
The library can be broken up into a set of different categories such as Data sheets, Training
manuals, etc. These can be arranged in a hierarchy to suit easy access for the users.
Full details on setting up a document library are available at Create text snippets (on-line
documentation)
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1.27 Concepts - Display conditions
Display conditions are a way of including or excluding information dependent of certain factors.
The standard format for a condition is:
conditionType;uniqueName(or attribute or id);testType;valueToTest
These factors might be triggered by information entered by a user on a device (set up in the
template) or by office staff on the server (set up in the job definition).
They might also be 'hardcoded' with a condition that will never be true so that a piece of
information can be held on the device without cluttering up the screen. A typical example might be
when a URL or document needs to be accessed by a device user but the details of where it is
stored are unnecessary and would only confuse or clutter up the screen if shown. A way to
implement this would be by entering the following which will never be true.
resultValue;xxx;equals;999
Another example might be to only show a particular section or item on a device depending on an
answer to a previous question. For instance, a tick box with a unique name of
'vehicleDamageYesNo' and a question of 'Is there any damage to the vehicle?' might trigger a
section to be displayed so that further details can be entered. The display condition for the
section would look like this:
resultValue;vehicleDamageYesNo;equals;yes

conditionType

Evaluated on the device
resultValue – test the result of (ie data entered in) an item on the form
workOrderValue – test the value of an item in the associated job sent from
the server
customerAttribute – test for an attribute of the current customer
locationAttribute – test for an attribute of the current location
buttonSequences – test for whether a sequence of action buttons on the
form have been activated
listItemAttribute – test for an attribute of a list-based answer on the form

Evaluated on the server
resultValue – test the result of an item on the form
customerAttribute – test for an attribute of the current customer
locationAttribute – test for an attribute of the current location
hasFollowUp – test for whether the current form has associated follow-up
actions
hasOutstandingFollowUp – test for whether the current form has
outstanding follow-up actions
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hasJob – test for whether the current form is associated with a job
This refers to the thing that is to be evaluated, whether in the template or in
the job definition. It might be the unique name, an internal id or an attribute
(see Concepts - Attributes (Section 1.3) for more details).

uniqueName(or
attribute or
Be aware of the following:
id)

Device-side tests on list entries use the list entry id, whilst the server-side
uses the list entry text.
Attributes are either standard or bespoke.
Unique names are case sensitive so make sure the capitals are in the right
place.

testType

valueToTest

This is the type of test you’re doing. You can use:
equals – test for a specific value
notequals – test for the value not being the specified one
empty – test for whether no value is present
notempty – test for whether any value is present
isoneof – test for a number of values (separate each value with a comma)
morethanxdaysagoorempty – test whether a date item has a value more
than the specified number of days ago (or it’s empty)
complete – test whether a sequence of action buttons has been fully
completed
incomplete – test whether a sequence of action buttons is incomplete
This is the answer to test against.
For a tick/checkbox it needs to be Yes or No
For text-based answers it’s just the text
For list-based answers on the device, use the internal Id of that list entry
For list-based answers on the server, use the text of the list entry
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1.28 Concepts - Variables
Variables are the names given to containers of data. They are created by and are listed below.
Data held in a variable is purely textual and cannot be used for calculations or other manipulation
(at the time of writing). For a powerful and flexible alternative that can be used to created
complex calculations and manipulate data, consider using attributes - explore the concepts here
(Section 1.3) and here (Section 1.18) - or Report Processing Variables (Section 1.16).
Customer
Location
UserFullName
LocationAddress
CustomerAddress
LocationAddressFlat (ie. no line breaks, uses commas)
CustomerAddressFlat (ditto)

Values for attributes are entered when creating an instance of the object to which they are
attached. They can subsequently be edited by modifying the records to which they are attached.
Attributes can be displayed on a mobile device but not usually modified (although there is
a template action that specifically allows customer ('Update customer attribute' in the on-line
documentation), location ('Update location attribute' in the on-line documentation) and user
('Update user attribute' in the on-line documentation) to be updated). They can also be output on
PDFs and other report formats.
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Multiple forms (Concepts - summary forms), 41
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